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3. At a few points, the	 Itx*:en ;7-favorL:2c

aboLt UC capabilities. For exia'rple, 	 r fen:

backvardnees" of US missile developmen-, ex.:pared to the U , a7:1 and

to the "inadequate" strategic missile forces of the US and UX,

bvt does not indicate the basis for these .irdrnentA. The oc,r4t51nna1

allusions to antimissile and "antinuclear" defenses are ambiguous

and provide no evidence of the status of the Soviet ABE program.

Z. In describing the manning and ope:-ation of Western ICU!

and IBBN units, the author attributes the requirement for "con-

partitively few" personnel to thc high degree of latomation and

mechanization of these systems and also, in the case of the Thor

units, to the Western intention of firing "only" a single missile

from each launcher. Several previous documentary reports have

indicated relatively high manning requirements for Soviet missile

systems, as well as a Soviet intent to use existing launchers for

repeated firings.

5. The reference, on page 26, to UE development of a

reconnaissance aircraft probably derives from US press materials,

such as an article by Hanson Baldwin in the flew York Times of Sunday,

29 May 1960 entitled, "U-2 Case Perils Project for Higher Flying Plane".
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of Attack of the .= and Great Britain, Their
Employment in CoMbat, and Some Prospects for
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appeared in a Soviet Ministry of Defense publication called
Information Billies.= of the Missile Trocys (Informatsionyy
kalleten Raketnykh Voysk). This publication is classified
TC4'0,11403T by the Soviets and WA first issued in 1961. It is
intended for generals and officers of the Missile Troops.

2. In the interests of protecting our source, this material
should be handled on a need-to-know basis within your office.
Requests for extra copies of this report or for utilization of
any pert of this document in any other form should be ad4ressed-
to the originating office.
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StrE.tegic Means oi Attack of the USA and Great Britain,

Their Employment in Combat,

and Some Prospects for Their Development 

The main force of aggression at present is American
imperialism, which, having established an enormous apparatus
for war, is taking every measure to prevent its reduction.
The imperialists reject all the constructive proposals of
the Soviet Union and of the other peace-loving countries
which we directed toward disarmument. Under the banner
of defense against "the Communist threat", American
imperialism, in conjunction with the imperialists of
Britain, France and West Germany, has drawn many countries
into military blocs - NATO, CENTO, SEATO and others, and
has created a network of military bases directed, primarily,
against the socialist countries.

The threatening stocks of nuclear weapons are growing.
The American militarists are preparing to begin destructive
atomic testing once again, and they continue to organize
military provocations, which are fraught with the threat
of serious international conflicts. The aggressive actions
of the USA against Laos and Cuba are striking examples of
such provocations.

The American command is nurturing plans for a surprise
attack on the countries of the Socialist Camp, intending
to use the enormous striking force and range of operations
of modern strategic means of attack for its aggressive aims.
Plans to use the element of surprise to win a future
war are strenuously debated in the pages of the foreign
press.
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The Strategic Air Command of the USAF

The Strategic Air Command (strategicheskcye aviatsionnoye
komandovaniye -- . SAC) is a basic unification of the strategic
aviation of the USA and is intended mainly to carry out
Independent strategic tasks by attacks on the most
important administrative-political and military-industrial
centers and military installations in the enemy's interior
zone.

In the armament of strategic aviation units in the
USA, there are heavy and medium bombers, "Atlas" inter-
continental ballistic missiles (ICBM) and "Snark" cruise
missiles, "Thor" and "Jupiter" intermediate range ballistic
missiles (IRBM) and reconnaissance and tanker aircraft.

The basic heavy bomber is the B-52, variously
modified, and the medium bomber is the 8-47. The "Thor"
and "aupiter" IRBM'S are mainly intended for issue to
the armies of the Allies in NATO.(The "Thor" has been
adopted for British units, and the 'Jupiter" for Italian
units. )

The SAC of the USA unites the 2nd, 8th, 15th and
16th Air Armies, which are dissimilar in their composition
and organization.

For the more efficient control of strategic aviation
and guided missile units, air divisions (aviatsionnaya
diviziya) (the number in an army fluctuates between
8 and 10) and twso divisions of gpided missiles (the 1st
and 13th Guided Missile Divisions) have been created.
In addition, there are independent air divisions directly
subordinate to SAC, and independent aviation wings and
squadrons of guided missiles, incorporated directly in
the air armies.

Of the four above-mentioned air armies of SAC, USAF,
three armies (the 2nd, 8th and 15th) and the divisions
of guided missiles are located in the continental portion
of the USA and only the 16th Air Army and three independent
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divisjons ( .;.he 3rd, 4310th and the 7th) are located
respetIvely, in SpJi, on the island of Guar, in
North Africa and in Britain; in these large units only
control echelons (upravleniye) have been created, whicb
have no subordinate units and .4hich are intended to direct
the combat training of strategic aviation squadrons arriving
in these areas from the USA, and also to prepare operational
bases in the event of deployment of the military air forces.

In the complement of SAC, USAF, there are ten squadrons
of ICBM's (seven "Atlas" squadrons and three "Titan")
and one squadron of"Snark" cruise missiles. Of these
only three "Atlas" squadrons (the 576th at Vandenberg
Air Base, the 664th and the 565th at Warren Air Base)
and a squadron of "Snark" cruise missiles (the 556th at
Presque Isle Air Base) are in a state of readiness, i.e.,
arc armed with combat missiles and with launching
installations (ustanovka) for launching them.

The remaining "Atlas" and "Titan" missile squadrons
have only staffs and a full complement of personnel, which
is undergoing training in the preparation and use of ICBM's.
It is planned to bring these squadrons to combat readiness
by the second half of 1961. In January 1961, also, at
Hill Air Base, the staff of the 4062nd wing of "Minuteman"
missiles was formed. According to the plans of SAC the
units of the 2nd and 8th Air Armies of SAC, USAF should
be mainly ready for operations on the western and northern
air axes. The 15th Air Army is designated for operations
from the eastern and northern air axes.

In order to increase the combat readiness, mobility,
and combat capability of the strategic aviation o and also
for greater security in its basing, the command of the
USAF has recently undertaken a series of measures. One of
these is the breaking up of the B-52 heavy bomber wings,
each of which, instead of three squadrons each of fifteen
8-52's and one squadron of 20 tanker aircraft, will have
one combat squadron composed of 15 B-52 aircraft and one
squadron of tanker aircraft composed of ten KC4135.-
aircraft. Each wing will be based at a separate air base.
In addition, it is planned to increase the total number of
B-52 bombers in the middle of 1961.

'-4-
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Thus, becaue of the combat and numerical composition
of the guided missile units of SAC, USAF, and also
considerinf; the state of combat readiness of these units,
the command of USAF continues to consider as its basic
means ot air attack piloted nuclear weapon delivery air-
craft, a portion of which can b.:- equipped with guided
missiles of the "air-to-s ,irface - class.

Besides the USA, only Great Britain at present has
means for strategic attack.

The Bomber Command of the RAF of Great Britain
unites all the means for attack and strategic reconnais-
sance located on the territory of Great Britain, including
IRBM's, strategic (ibedium) bombers, tactical bombers and
strategic reconnaissance aircraft.

In the complement of Great Britain's Bomber Comriand,
there are 13 squadrons of strategic bombers and 4
squadrons of "Thor" missiles disposed on 20 launching
platforms (60 launching installations).

The Organization of Units and Subunits of Inter-
Continental Ballistic  Missiles and Medium Range Missiles 

A wing of "Atlas" ICBM's consists of the staff, two
or three combat squadrons, support squadrons (combat
support) and service squadrons.

A combat squadron consists of three detachments, each
of which has three combat crews. Each detachment services
three launching installations (a squadron's unit of fire is
10 missiles).

Precise data on the numerical strength of the personnel
of an "Atlas" missile combat squadron is not yet available,
but from an analysis of the data . published in the foreign
press, one can surmise that there are more than 700 men
in a combat squadron.

-5--
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The organization of a wjng of "Titan" ICBM's and its
combat and numtrical complement are similar to the
organization and combat and numerical complemnt of an
"Atlas - wing.

Only in Great Britain are there "Thor- missile
squadrons. These squadrons are not included in wings or
divisions, but are immediately subordinate to Bomber
Command of the British Air Force and in an operational
respect, to SAC, USAF.

A "Thor" missile squadron consists of the staff,
five combat detachments, and: s.a.s.service detachment. Each-
combat detachment consists of five combat crews. The
squadron has 15 launching installations, serviced by 25
combat crews.

The number of combat crews exceeds the number of
launching installations, which ensures 24 hour combat
duty. The complement of a "Thor" missile squadron is
more than 770 men.

The organization of "Jupiter" ballistic missile
squadrons is similar to that of "Thor" missile squadrons.
The complement of a "Jupiter" missile squadron is about
8 percent greater than that of a "Thor" missile squadron
because there is less automation in the work of preparing
and launching the missile.

The presence of comparatively few service personnel in
the combat subunits of ICBM and IRBM units is explained
by the Aide automation and mechanization of the work
involved in Preparing the missile for launching, and in
the "Thor" missile squadrons stationed in Britain, even
more so, since the British command plans only a one-time
use for each launching installation. This latter point
considerably reduces the requirement for personnel
dealing with the transport of missiles, warheads, and fuel
to the base, and also with the preparation of the missiles
at the technical site (tekhnicheskaya pozitsiya), as this
work can be done in advance by a small number of
specialists.

-6-
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The Stratecic Missiles and Cruise Missiles of the 
USA and GreT-tril.ain.

Their Employment in Coat and the Prospects for Their Development 

At present, pilotless weapons of strategic designation
have been de v eloped only	 the USA. Britain conducted work
on a miszile of its own design which was named "Blue Streak".
The development of this missile -vas stopped at the beginning
of 1960. In Britain, up to the present time, four squadrons
have been formed, which have as their armament American
"Thor" ballistic missiles. In France, they are only study-
ing the possibility and advisability of building their own
strategic mist . iles or the possibility of receiving American
licenses.

The following pilotless means of strategic attack have
been adopted by the USAF7

-the "Atlas" ICBM;

-the "Snark" intercontinental cruise missile;

-the "Jupiter" and "Thor" IRBM's.

In 1960, in accordance with a plan which had been drawn
up earlier, the arsenal of pilotless means of attack of
the USA was strengthened with "Polaris", Type Pri missiles,
which are intended for use from atomic submarines for
the purpose of destroying strategically important coastal
and rear area objectives, at ranges of. up to 2,000
kilometers. Three atomic submarines, the "George Washington",
the "Patrick Henry" and "Robert E. Lee", are already carrying
on combat watch (vakhta) in the North Atlantic and the
"Theodore Roosevelt", according to the plans of the US
command should be commissioned intd the US Navy in 1961.
The US Naval Command intends to arm certain aircraft
carriers, 18 heavy and 6 light cruisers, and a series of
merchant vessels of the Liberty and Victory classes with
"Polaris" missiles. However, the question of arming these
ships and vessels has not been finally decided.
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The possibility of usiug "Polaris" missiles from
stationary and mobile land equipment (ustroystvc) is
also being studied.

In 1961 it is also proposed to finish the tests of
th e "l i tar. - and "'"man" ICBM's. According to the
plans of the NATO command, by the middle of 1952, three
"Jupiter" missile squadrons should be formed and brought
to a state of combAt readiness in the composition of the
unified armed forces of the bloc. Of these, it is
planned to station two squadrons with a unit of fire of
30 misiles in Italy and to hand them over to the Italian
Air Force and it is proposed to have one squadron with a
unit of fire of 15 missiles on Turkish territory, as part
of the Air Force of that country.

By locating squadrons of "Jupiter" IRBM's in the
European zone, the command of NATO [two words missine
the following operational-tactical requirements:

-the squadrons must be in a state of constant
combat readiness, able to launch their missiles 15
minutes after the moment when the cabbat order is issued;

-each squadron must be prepared, already in peacetime,
to deliver a strike against 15 primary and 15 alternate
targets (objectives) (one primary and one alternate
target for each missile);

-the amount of the average probable deviation at a
range of 2,800 km should not exceed 3.6 km (the desired
deviation is 1.5 km);

-shifting fire from the primary target to the alternate
target should not take more than 15 minutes; the time
required for the preparation of data and for the reaiming
of the missile for two new (primary and alternate) targets
should not exceed 2 hours;

-the reliability of operation of the missiles in any
meteorological or climatic conditions must be brought up
to 95 percent; the possibility of changing the type of
burst of the warhead (from a ground to an air burst and
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vice versa) during the missile's flight to the target,
must be ensured;

-a second launch from the same launching mounts, in
accordance with earlier calculated data, shot:7d take
place not more tilan 3 hours after the first Lunch.

The NATO command plans to use the "Thor" and "Jupiter"
IRBM:s from stationary, as well as from temporary firing
positions. Much attention has recently been given, there-
fore, to increasing their mobility and combat readiness.
However, for the combat use of the "Jupiter" ballistic
missiles (and the "Thor's" in Great Britain) permission
must be obtained from the American command, which directly
controls missile warheads with nuclear charges. Because
of this dual subordination every souadron will have direct
communication with the senior staff of the national air
force. and with the staff of SAC, USAF.

At present, of the three missile bases which are
projected, construction has been completed at only the
base at Gioia / 7 (Italy); at the other two bases •
construction is due to be completed by the end of 1961.

In the USA, work is being carried out to ensure the
invulnerability of the "Atlas" ICBM. Thus, the firm
"General Electric is working on the creation of a
guided nose cone for the "Atlas" missile, which could
change the missile's direction of flight, _deviating from
a normal ballistic trajectory. The use of such a nose
cone will considerably complicate antimissile defense.
The "Atlas" missile is also equipped with an explosive
charge which is intended to explode the main stage of the
missile after the separation,of the nose cone, which makes
the radar detection and the identification of the nose
cone among the mass of fragments difficult.

At present, a modification of the "Titan" missile
("Titan II") is being evolved, which is intended to use
stable fuel components, allowing preliminary fueling and
the lengthy storage of the fueled missile in a silo
(shakhta).
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Tne "Titan II" missile will be equipped with an
initial guidance system only, and it will hav a more
powerful warhead (approximately 10 megatons), and a greater
rang (up to 17,000 km). Unlike the "Titan 1'; which
is launched from ground level . (after it has been lifted from
its ilo), the "Titan II" missile is designed to be
14unched directly from its silo. The first flight tests
of the "Titan II" are scheduled for the end of 1961. .

Successful firings of combat versions of the
"Titan" missile over a distance of 9,800 km were made at
Cape Canaveral on 29 September and 24 October 1960. The
first combat squadron of "Titan" missiles is due to be
formed at Lowry Air Base by June 1961.

Since 1958 the solid fuel "Minuteman" ICBM has been
under development in the USA; the missile will be launched
from under7round (stationary) and railroad (mobile)
launching installations. The latter possibility is
particularly attractive to the American command and .to the
generals of NATO.

It is envisaged that mobile launching installations
for "Minuteman" missiles will be placed on railroad flat-
cars. A railroaO complement has three to five flatcars
with missiles, a command.post car, one or two cars with
electric power plants, a car with communications apparatus,
and several cars for the service personnel. The installation
of.a missile on the launch pad (stol) is carried out with
hydraulic apparatus.

The USAF is planning to build 125 railroad flatcars
for the. launching of "Minuteman" missiles from mobile
installations.

American :1i1itary specialists See a - number of advantages
in this missile over those equipped with liquid-fuel
missile engines (zhidkostnYy raketnyy dvigatel	 ZhRD):

-simpler construction, and, consequently lower cost
of production, great reliability, and simplicity of
operation;
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-the weight of the warhead is almost five times less
than that of the "Atlas" and "Titan" missiles.

The propulsion system of the "Minuteman" missile
consists of three solid fuel rocket engines. Experiments
with solid missile fuel, conducted in the USA, have
shown that it will be possible to store the "Minuteman"
missile in underground . silos in a etate of immediate
combat readiness for up to three years.

The "Minuteman" is a three-stage missile. Originally,
it was planned to use it as a one, two, or three-stage
mistilepdepending on the range required. However, accord-
ing to the latest information from the press, the "Minute-
man" will always be used as a three-stage missile with
an intercontinental range.

It is planned to launch the first "Minuteman" missiles
only frOM previously selected positions after the pre-
liminary selection of a target and the calculation of
a flight control program.

In the future, according to the plansof the American
command, the "Minuteman" missile should replace all the
existing types of US ballistic missile.

The "Snark" intercontinental cruise missile, while inferior
to the ICBM's_in'its'Aactical.and technical characteristics,
is stil/'available and, in the immediate future, it will
remain part of the arsenal of the USAF's means of air
attack.

The Characteristics of Missile Bases and Launching 
Platforms for ICBM's And TRBM's 

Missile bases for ICBM's and IRBM's are a complex of
stationary structures and equipment, which are intended,
as a rule, to provide for the launching of missiles by the
forces and means of one squadron.

MEP SSRET
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The main elements of a base are:

-the launching platforms;

-the supply center which is an airfield providing
for the delivery (by air transport) of missiles,
equipment, fuel 5pproximately 3 lines missing?

...and also cover for the personnel of the supply
center s inthe area of the supply center,are located
the staff of the squadron and the command post of the
base;

-routes for transporting missiles by vehicular
transport from the supply center to the launching
platforms.

A missile base for the launching of "Atlas" missiles
consists of nine surface or partially underground launching
platforms dispersed over a territory of approximately
120 x 60 (80) kilometers and at a distance of 15 to 45
kilometers from one another and 25 to 80 kilometers from
the supply center. On each launching platfOrm there is
one launching installation. Some bases have three
launching platforms with three launching installations
on each.

At most of the missile bages,launchinr platforms of
the partially underground type are being built to launch
the "Atlas" missile. All the elements of such a launch
platform are set in the ground and covered with a layer
of earth, and the platform itself, measuring 500 x 300
meters, is revetted.

On the launching insiallation,the missile is in a
hollzontal position in a stationary hangar, which is
covered with _a movable reinforced concrete slab (plita).
During the preparation of the missile for launching, the
slab is moved to one side and the missile is raised
to a vertical position on the launch pad.
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The reinforced concrete hangar is capable of with-
standing the pressure of a stb r.:1; wave of 1.2. kilogram3
per sqL:;...:re centimeter. According to instructions. 15
minutes are allotted foi the launching of the - missile from
th ,: . hangar, of unich 2 minutes are used to erect thc
missile in a vertical position; the remainder of the time
is used to fill the missile with fuel components and for
other operations.

At the beginning of May 1960, at the Vandenberg
Range, an experimental launching of an "Atlas" from its
hangar was conducted. Twenty-two minutes were needed
to raise the missile to the vertical position and to
fill it with fuel.

In the future, at some bases, it is proposed that
launching platforms of the underground type will be
built.

In this case the launching mount will be in a silo
of a depth of about 53 meters, with a diameter of 16
meters. The control point is in a silo about 9 meters
deep and 12.2 meters in diameter. The underground
"Atlas" silos are calculated to withstand a shock wave
with a pressure of the order of 7 kilograms per square
centimeter. For a launch, the launching installation,'
with the fueled missile vertically set upon it, is raised
to the surface by an elevato:

A missile base for launching "Titan" missiles consists
of three underground launching platforms at a distance of
15 to 60 kilometers apart and between 15 and 70 kilometers
from the supply center.

The launching platform of a "Titan" rocket occupies
an area of approximately 500 x 300 meters, on which three
launching installations are mounted. Thus, in all at a
"Titan" missile base /-three words missing7 of one
squadron of "Titan" missiles /-three or four words missing7
structures (perhaps 12 launching installations). /-Two
words missing7 pad has its own control center /gei7eral words
missing7. The launching installations are located in silos
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at a depth of /-two worchlz missing7 and have a diameter
of 12.2 meters from above the silo is covered with
steel pates (folding doors). Tojaunch'.
the	 the launching pad is raised to the surface.
Thc autoatic filling of the -Titan- , missile's fuel
tans	 ll take place under ground. It is envisaged
that .t.e preparation of a "Titan - missile for launching
fron-. its underground launching installation will take
less than 15 minutes.

A missile base for launching "Minuteman" miSiles
should occupy an area of approximately 50 x 40 km. On
each launching platform (the number of them at each base
is not yet established) there are two underground
launching installations. The launching installation
is in a silo 25 meters deep with a diameter of 8 meters,
the missile is launched directly from the silo without
raising the launch pd to the surface.

The base for launching "Snark- cruise missiles has
an average dimension of 10 x 4 kilometers. The "Snark"
cruise missile is launched from a mobile launching
installation at an angle of 15° from the horizontal.
The mobile launching installation provides for the
launching of the "Snark" cruise missile from any level
area of' limited dimensions within an hour of the delivery
of the missile. All the rest of the equipment and the
launch and control apparatus ere mounted on vehicles and
t7cf-lers; the mobility of the ground equipment allows
considerable dispersal_ of "Snark" missile subunits
with	 two missiles on a launching platform. At the

Presque Isle "Snark" cruise missile base there are 20
launching installations. .

The missile base for launching the "Thor" missile
occupies a territory of 700 to 1,000 square kilometers,
which ensures the dispersali of launching platforms
over_ the terrain at intervals of 10 to 40 kilometers.

The launching platform Of the missile base is a
complex of stationary structures and equipment with three
launching installations, serviced by the forces of one
combat detachment of the squadrons. Thl launching platforMs

14-
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are situated on small airfields which were used during
World War II, most of which have dirt runways.

The launching platform occupies an area of an average
dimension of 1,200 x 600 meters.

The basic elements of the launching platform are:

, -three launching installations, laid out at a
distance of 250-400 meters from each other; premises
for assembly, for technical servicing and for checking
the missile;

-a command post;

-an underground depot for missiles;

-a storage place for fuel components for the missiles;

-shelter for personnel and equipment;

-concrete roads in the platform area for the transport
of missiles.

The launching installation for the "Thor" missile
consists of a launch pad and of a complex of mobile and
fixed equipment for the launching of one missile.

The fixed equipment of the launching installation is
mounted in a reinforced concrete structure and partially
buried. The launch pad, fuel pipes and other equipment
are located_in concrete trenches about 2 meters in depth.
Up to the time of launching, the missile is stored
horizontally on the erector carriage (lafet-podyemnik)
mounted on the launch pad in a mobile hangar, which is
moved aside on rails before the missile is raised to
the vertical position.

Every three "Thor" launching mounts are serviced by a
trailer, in which is a launch control officer and the
main launch control board for the three missiles. This
trailer is located 300 to 400 meters away from the
launchiug installations.
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According to information in the foreign press,
prepar2tion for the launching of a prechecked "Tnor"
mounted uith a nose cone, takes 15 to 2: inut. •

Presumably a base for launching the "Jupiter" IRBY
has the same characteristics as the base for launching
"Thor- missiles.

The main attention in the development of the combat
equipment of the USAF, and of the armed forces as a whole,
is devoted to speeding up the issue to the troops of
strategic nuclear/missile weapons; to broadening research
and development in the field of antimissile defense;
and to making Use of cosmic space for military purposes.
At the same time, although to a considerably lesser
degree than earlier, the further development and
production of the "air-to-surface" class of nuclear
missile continues.

Tasks receiving the highest national priorities
are those of perfecting the "Atlas" and "Titan" ballistic
missiles and of building the "Minuteman" missile.

According to the armed forces'five-year construction
plan (1959-1964), it is proposed to have 41 ICBM squadrons
in USAF, of which 13 squadrons will have . "Atias" missiles,
14 will have "Titan" missiles and 14 will have "Minuteman"
missiles. According to the table of organization and
equipment, these squadrons will have, respectively, 130-145
"Atlas", 126-140 "Titan" and up to 750-800 "Minuteman"
missiles.

By the end of the 1951 fiscal year, the command of
the US Armed Forces plans to have not less than three
additional squadrons of ICBM's at full combat readiness,
in addition to the three "Atlas" squadrons which exist
at present.

It is intended that the full combat readiness of all
strategic missile units will be achieved, in accordance
with the above-mentioned plans, by 1965.



The Americans are paying particulzr atten't.ion to the
development of the "Minuteman" Missile, which has great
advz.ntages over other missiles.

However, the USAF command considers that the - Atlas -
and "Titar" missiles will retain their importance for
some time to come and will be used for attacks against
the very largeE. t targets, well equipped in the anti-
nuclear respect.

In the future, it is intended to use strategic
cruise missiles vainly to combat radio-technical devices.

The American command is d ..lveloping plans for
building ICBM's of small dimensions by 1965- ,67. For
this purpose,the USAF Aesearch and Development Command
has begun pr.:Iiminary talks with commercial firms.

These missiles, according to the preliminary plans,
should weigh about 9 tons, have a range of 4,000 to
12. ,000 kilometers, with an average radius of deviation
from the target of 400 meters and a warhead weighing
90 to 270 kilograms.

It is planned that this missile will be launched
from the platform of the auto trailer, on which the
missile is transported. The weight of the auto trailel
with the missile should not exceed 18-20 tons.

At the beginning of September 1960, 18 American
firms presented preliminary projects for a small-
dimension ICBM to the Missile Command of the USAF;
this missile received the designation "Midgetman".
After examination of the projects, six of them are supposed
to have been selected for further development.

The Douglas firm is working on modifications of a
large version of the "Thor" missile for launching from
/—three words missini7 and is also developing the "Thoric"
_- a two-stage inter.ccanttnentaINariant oA the "Thor" missile.

-17-
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The "Thoric" will be similar to the two-stage
experimental "Thor-Able" rocket, whose range is 8,000
kilometers.

Development of a new type of air-to-surface missile
which will be used from strategic bombers is also
taking place in the United States. One such missile is
the "Skybolt" airborne (aviatsionnyy) ballistic missile.

Capability studies are also being made into the
launching of a modified "Minuteman" ICBM from the
projected B-70 bomber. The modifization tothe missile
envisages that the first stage will be reduced in size.

The US Navy at present has missile weapons of all
classes. However, the chief concern of the command of
the USN'continues to be devoted to the mastery of the
"Polaris" ballistic missile.

In the USA the following versions of "Polaris"
missiles are being developall:

-type A-2 with a range of 2,800 kilometers;
planned to be adopted as armament by the end of 1961;

-type B with a range of 2,800 kilometers and a
more powerful warhead than the "PolarlS" A-2; planned
to be adopted as armament by the middle of 1963;

-type C with a range of 3,700 kilometers; planned
to be introduced as armament in 1964.

The "Polaris" ballistic missile has two-stages.
Solid fuel rocket engines are used as motive forces
in the first and second stages. "Polaris" type A-1 Missiles are
armed witty a nuclear explosive with a trotyl equivalent

of 600,000 tons, but it is proposed to arm later models
(A-2, B, C), with a nuclear'explosive yield of up to 3
megatons. The guidance system of the "Polaris" is
inertial, ensuring an accuracy of fire of up to 1.8
kilometers from. land _launchers kutt -of ...up to 5:5 kilometers
when uded from submarines (accuracy of fire is stated in
average probable deviations , which will not be exceeded
by 50 percent of the missiles).
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For accurate determination of the position of
submrtnes during "Po1ari5- - miss Ile firinzs a na:igation
sy$tem uniLh L .. uarantees accuracy of movement of the
submarine to a predetermined area, with an accur?cy of
not more than 0.9 kilometers for 10 hours of travel, is
used.

Speeding up work on these versions of the "Polaris"
missile is considered a first-priority task.

The American military command also devotes a great
deal of attention to the development of cosmic military
means, considering these as one of the - basic elesents of
the strategic striking forces of the future. This work
is directed, first of all, toward the building of
satellites intended for the -)connaissance of missile
launching bases, large industrial centerr and other
targets of a similar nature, and also for the detection
of missiles in the air.

At present two such satellites, the "Midar" and the
"Samos" ,are known.

Fcr the launching of such military satellitesfan
experimental wing was formed within the structure of USAF
at the end of 1959 with a T/OLE of 400, which will be
brought up to 3,000 in the future.

The Strategic Bombers of the USA and Great Britain, 
Their Employment in Combat and Some Prospects for 

Their Development 

The B-47 and B-52 strategic bombers, which comprise
the main body of strategic means for air attack available
to the USAF, have insignificant speeds (960-1,050
kilometers per hour) and operating altitudes (14-15
kilometers).

SElkET
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To incs rease the combat capabilities of these air-
craft, ti.K following measures have been taken:

-some of the 8-52 and 8-47 bombers have been
equippeo with aiming systems for ].o-altitude bombing
and with navigation devices for carrying out flight
at these altitudes;

- in the units the number of KC- 135 . tanker aircraft
has been increased (to 360 aircraft), with the result
that the proportion of these aircraft to B-52 bombers
rose to about 2:3.

In addition, the range of the B-52 has been increased
to 17,000-18,000 kilometers, chiefly by increasing the
fuel supply, improving the system of refueling in
flight, and installing more economical turbo-fan
(turooventilyaternyy) engines.

At present, Great Britain has three types of medium
range V-class strategic bombers ("Valiant", "Victor" and
"Vulcan").

These bombers are inferior in combat capabilities
to USAF planes of the same type, and the British command,
therefore,has the task of increasing the combat capabilities
of these bombers by equipping them with air-to-surface
class missiles, and by increasing their speed, range, and
operating altitudes.

In the next three years, Great Britain plans to
increase the number of strategic bombers by five
squadrons (40 aircraft).

The strategic bombers are armed with guided air-to-
surface missiles, intended both for delivering strikes
against targets and for radio countermeasures. At present,
US strategic aviation has two types of guided missiles -
the "Rascal" (with which one wing of B-47's is armed)
and the "Hound Dog".

-20-
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The "Hound Dog - missile was accepted a armamen t. at t!-.e
beginning of 1960 (approximatel y 400 missiles werc ordred).
and a series ol launchings fro r P-52C bombers tool-: place.
Two "Hound Dog" missiles can be hung on each aircraft
(under the wing on pylons).

The maximum range of these missiles is 800 kilometers.

Combined use of the "Hound Dog" missile is possible --
one missile will carry a nuclear warhead, and the other
the apparatus for radio countermeasures.

The development of a new type of air-to-surface
missile, which his received the name "Skybolt",is going
on in the USA. It is proposed to use these missiles from
the B-52C and B-52H strategic bombers, and perhaps from
the B-58 and B-70.

The range of these missiles is 1,600-1,800 kilometers
(according to other information 2,500-2,800 kilometers).
The acquisition of "Skybolt" missiles as armament is
planned for 1962-1964.

Initially, the basic armament of the British strategic
bombers will be the British air-to-surface missile,"Blue
Streak" (range 160 kilometers), and by 1962-64 they will
have an American airborne ballistic missile, the "Skybolt-.

Taking into account the existing network of airfields,
the means of control, and also the aviaidon ane missile
groupings which have been set up, the American command is
examining and studying the two most likely variants for
carrying out a surprise strike against targets in the
Soviet Union and the countries of the Peoples' Democracies.

The first variant is intended for use by the USA, if
it succeeds in advance, under the guise of differe.it
exercises and maneuvers, in creating a powerful grouping
of aviation and missiles in Europe, the Near, Middle and
Far East and on the territory of the USA itself. The
Americans consider that, with this variant, the possibility
of making Maximum use of all strategic aviation crews will



exist. and .•.■ the proces. the less fully-trained crews
will operate from overseLs territories, while the more
f .,..11y . traind crews will deliver strikes from the
Amcrican continent.

The weak aspect of this variant is considered to be
the loss of the element of surprise, since it will hardly
be possible to concea- from the euemy Li,c wAbsifig of
large amounts of strategic bomber aircraft in the
theaters of military actioa, whatever measures may be
taken for operational concealment.

The second variant provides for the delivery of the
first attacks by strategic aviation from the airfields
at which they are based in peacetime without preliminary
regrouping.

According to this variant almost all the heavy
bombers and a )nrge part of the medium bombers will operate
from airfields on the American continent, while missiles

are. being launched from fixed missile bases in the
USA and in overseas theaters of military operations.

After the strike has been denvered, the greater
part of the surviving 8-52 Aircraft, will apparently
return to air bases. on the American continent, while a
large number of the 8-47 bombers will land at airfields
in different theaters of military operations.

The second variant, from the point of view of the
American command, ensures the achievement of strategic
surprise. The weak side of this variant is the
impossibility Of using all available strategic bombers
for the first strike.

In accordance with such plans for the use of
strategic means of attack, ti-. 3 command of the Anglo-
American bloc, during different exercises and maneuvers,
is systematically working on the initial period of a war,
using primarily offensive means of strategic attack:
nuclear weapons, strategic aviation, an aircraft-carrier
fleet, missile-carrying submarine; and strategic guided
missiles.
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• In order to use the striking power of strategic
aviatiOn more effectively, the command of the USAF is -
undertaking the following measures.

The Conduct of 24-Hour Duty by SAC in the European 
and Pacific Ocean Zones, in Alaska and in the Continental 
portions of the USA under the designation of "Retaliatory
Action", is conducted in accordance with a carefully
worked out program. This program provides for the all-
round training of crews in operations during alerts and
in methods of delivering strikes On enemy targets during
the initial period of a war.

With the aim of ensuring security against possible
attacks by the enemy, the American command 'eases the
aircraft carrying out 24-hour duty in small subunits
(of six to eight aircraft) on separate airfields.
This basing also ensures that the aircraft take•Off
during an alert in the s'-ortest'time, estimated at 15
minutes. During an alert he crews do notknow whether
it is a training or a Combat alert, until an agreed
signal to cut short the alert at one of its stages is
transmitted.

In accordance with the program of 24-hour duty
mentioned above, 80 to 120 aircraft are always based
at air bases in the European Zone, 15 in Alaska_and 25
in the Pacific Zone. Counting the crews carrying on
similar 24-hour duty in the continental areas of the USA,
the number of duty crews reaches 300, and in periods when
the international situation is aggravated, the number
sometimes reaches 500 bombers, or.approximately 17 to
28 percent of all American strategic bomber aircraft.

The Performance of 24-Hour Airborne Duty by 
Strategic B-52 Bombers 

In connection with the manifest backwardness of US
missile weapon development in comparison with that of the
Soviet Unionl and the lack of antimissile defense, the
•command of USAF considers that in the event of a surprise
enemy attack it will be possible to save at least some
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portion of the bombers for a retaliatory strike only by
organizing round-the-clock airborne duty by heavy B-52
bombers, armed with nuclear weapohs, toEether with 24-
hour duty by strategic bombers on airfields. Practical
tests of the possibility of organizing 24-hour airborne
.duty by strategic 13-52 bombers had already begun at the
end of 1958. At first,unbroken airborne duty was carried
out by 8-10 bombers, by 1960 their number had increased
to 12-14, and by the end of 1960 it reached 24 aircraft.
During airborne duty the B-52 bomber crews fly over
Canadian territory up to the 70th parallel, over a
closed route. The bombers sometimes stay in the air for up
to 24 hours, refueling twice from KC-135 tankers. In
order to increase the striking power of the bombers,
carrying out airborne duty, some crews from the complement
of subunits on duty are detailed for duty on airfields
ready to take off immediately at an alert. The number of
duty crews on airfields corresponds to the number of
crews on airborne duty.

According to available information all 8-52 crews
were to have training in airborne duty by the end of 1960.

During 1960, SAC conducted four large exarcises,
Full Play - February 1960; Sky Shield - September 1960;
Big Play - October 1960; Full Coordination - November 1960,
with the actual participation of up to 1,000 strategic
bombers.

In 1960, the command of USAF,makir.g use of the
operational and strategic background of the maneuvers of
the unified armed forces of NATO, Autumn '60, also held
two exercises of the strategic aviation and unified
command of the antiaircraft defense of the North American
continent under the designations September 1 (20-23
September 1960) and Big Job (28-30 September 1961).
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This testifies to the great attention which the
US command continues to devote to questions of preparing
strategic aviation to carry out large operations to
deliver nuclear strikes against important targets in the
Soviet Union and in the countries of the Peoples'
Democracies directly from the continental area of the USA.

In the course of these exercises, units of strategic
bombers were in a state of military readiness, which
ensured. the take-off of duty bombers on: the alert in 10-15
minutes and the lift-off of 50 percent of the aircraft,
prepared for flight,.within two hours of the issue of
the order.

The distribution of bombers by echelons in the exercise
. Big play , for instance, was carried outin the following
manner: in the first echelon there were 37 percent of the
bombers, in the second, up to 40 percent (nuclear strikes
were delivered within three hours after the strike by
the first echelon), and in the thim echelon were 23

. percent of the bombers (a strike was carried out nine
hours after the strike by the second echelon).

In view of the inadequate equipping with strategic
ballistic missiles of the armed forces of the USA and
Britain, the basic strategic attack meaas of these
countries at present continues to he subsonic aircraft,
a portion of.which can be armed with guided air-to-surface
missiles.

During 1961-62 the improvement of the combat quality
of strategic aviation aircraft will be continued by
equipping, them with guided air-to-surface missiles.

The degree to which the air forces are equipped
with strategic missiles will increase. However, the
number of strategic aviation aircraft in 1961-62 will,
apparently, remain at the previous level, while the
complement continues to be increased with heavy
intercontinental B-52 bombers.
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In the USA,.a heavy strategic bomber is being 	 •
developed, the B-70 "Valkyrie; with a maximum speed
of 3,00j-3,300 kilometers per hour and a practical
ceiling of 25-30 kilometers. The flight range will be
12,000-14,000 kilometers. Ai present, two experimental
models of the aircraft are being built.

in connection with the increase in the equipping
with strategic m4ssiles of the armed forces of the
USA and Britain (especially the USA), it is Possible
that, from approximately 1963-64, the numbers of
strategic bombers will begin to be gradually reduced.

Together with this, in this period, it is possible,
that new piloted strategic aircraft (basically carriers
for airborne ballistic missiles) may be introduced into
the armament of the air forces; these will be intended
for the performance of those combat tasks, which cannot
be accompli E 	effectively with missiles (the destruction
of mobile targets in the theaters . of military operations,
the conduct of reconnaissance, etc.).

During 1964-65, it can be expected that active
means of antimissile defense, and of certain military
cosmic means, the development of which, together with
that of intercontinental missiles o has first priority
attention, will be introduced into the lirmament of the
armed forces of the USA;

The American command considers that, despite the
reduction in strategic bomber aircraft, the role of
strategic reconnaissance aircraft will increase
under present conditions, since these aircraft'are
responsible for ensuring the gathering of the information
which is necessary for the destruction of enemy targets
with strategic missiles and for the assessment of the
results of nuclear/missile attacks.

In connection with this, a supersonic reconnaissance
aircraft, the U-3, with an operational flight ceiling
of 33 kilometersl is being developed in the USA.
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It is also planned to use a . version of the 8-70
bomber as a. reconnaissance aircraft.

Some Questions of the Control 
7- 8trategic Means of Attack 

The command of the armed forces of the USA envisages
the centralized control of the use in combat cf strategic
means of attack from the command post of SAC, USAF, at
Offutt Air Base. .

At the SAC command post there is a computation
section, equipped with a:computing machine, which stores
information on the status-of the strategic means of
attack, of crews, and of bases, and information on the
plans for the combat use of forces, subordinated to SAC.
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present are provided by the centralized directorates of
the respective armed forces both on the continent of the
USA, and in overseas theaters of military operatioas.
With the aim of increasing the reliaoility and operation
of the controlling elements and also in connection with
the possible putting out of action of ground control
points, SAC took the decision to create a reserve air-
borne command post. Three jet 10C-135 tanker aircraft
were converted as an airborne command post, and a •
special group of 25 was prepared for each aircraft,
headed by a responsible general of the SAC staff.

If the main command post were to be knocked out,
the airborne command post is empowered to take up
immediate contact with the Joint Chiefs of Staff, and
to carry out the control of all means of strategic
attack from the air and on the ground.

From August 1960, SAC, USAF, began przctical work
on the control of units and large units of strategic
aviation directly from an airborne command point.

From an analysis of the structUre and prospective
development of the armed forces of the main capitalist
countries and, in the first place, of the armed forces
of the USA, it is apparent that the main task continues
to be seen as that of the further equipping of the USAF
and other armed forces with nuclear/missile weapons,
primarily of the strategic category.

In spite of considerable exertions and huge
financial appropriations, in practice, up to the -
present, the US has for armament only the intercontinental
"Atlas" missile (only a few missiles being in a state of
combat readiness),"Thor" medium-range missiles (60 missiles)
and the "Polaris" (48 missiles on three submarines), and
the "Snark" cruise hassile (20:anissiles).

In order to increase its missile arsenal, the USA
is speeding up the construction of missile bases and is
conducting intensive missile testing. Thus, While in 1959,
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twenty-four "Atlas °	 missile launchings were conducted,
in 1960 approximately 73 such launchings were made.
"Titan- misiles wert launched 9 times in 1959 and
approximately 23 times in 1960. By a sharp increase
in the intensity of launchings, the American command
is aiming first of all at the quickest introduction
as armament of improved modifications of these missiles,
and at insreasing their dependability and combat
readiness.

The work being conducted in the USA and in Great
Britain on the construction of air and cosmic means of
attack is confirmation of the aggressive intentions of
the ruling circles of these countries.
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